ART + VILLAGE + CITY
Global Urban Humanities Research Studio

FINAL REVIEW MAY 12 TUESDAY 11:00-6:00PM
490 WURSTER HALL SOUTH TOWER

GUESTS ANTHONY CASCARDI (HUMANITIES) MARCO CENZATTI (ARCHITECTURE)
RALPH CROIZIER (U OF BRITISH COLUMBIA) MICHAEL MASCUCH (RHETORIC)
LANCHI PO (EAST ASIAN STUDIES) ANNE WALSH (ART PRACTICE) CHENGFANG
WANG (SOUTH CHINA U OF TECHNOLOGY) XIAOYU WENG (KADIZ ART FOUNDATION)
JENNIFER WOLCH (CED)

PROGRAM 11:00 INTRODUCTIONS ETTORE SANTI, BRITTANY BIRBERICK 12:15
GUANGLAN ORIGINAL PRINTMAKING BASE KATHERINE BRUHN 12:45 DAFEN OIL
PAINTING VILLAGE STORY WIGGINS 1:15 WUTONGSHAN ART VILLAGE ANNIE
MALCOLM 1:45 BAISHIZHOU URBAN VILLAGE VALENTINA ROZAS 2:15 MIRRORED
GARDENS SBEN KORSCH, XIUXIAN ZHAN 3:15 XIAOZHOU ART VILLAGE TRUDE
RENWICK, JOSE FIGUEROA, SUSAN EBERHARD, GENISE CHOIY 5:30 WRAP UP